Name: _________________________________

Frog on a
Log
By Roy Kindelberger

Bob the frog was lost.
He could not find his home.
Bob hopped to a tree.
“Is this my home?”
A bird sang.
“No, this is my home.”
Bob hopped to a hole.
“Is this my home?
A mouse wiggled his nose.
“No, this is my home.”
Bob hopped and fell into a pond. Splash! Bob swam to the top.
He hopped on a log. “Ah, this is my home.” A bug flew by. Zip!
“Yum, yum.”
Bob the frog went to sleep. Zzzzzzzz!
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Name: _________________________________

Frog on a Log
By Roy Kindelberger

1. Who lives in the tree?
_________________________________________________________________
2. Who lives in the hole?
_________________________________________________________________
3. Where is Bob’s home?
a. in a lake

b. in a pond

c. in a pool

d. in a hole

4. Tell 4 things Bob does when he gets home.

hops on a log
What Bob does when
he gets home
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Name: _________________________________

Frog on a Log
By Roy Kindelberger

Characters:
1. ______________________________
2. ______________________________
3. ______________________________

What is Bob’s problem?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________

How was his problem solved?
_________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________
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Name: _________________________________

Frog on a Log
By Roy Kindelberger

1. Who lives in the tree?

a bird __________________________________________________________
_______
2. Who lives in the hole?

a mouse
_______
__________________________________________________________
3. Where is Bob’s home?
a. in a lake

b. in a pond

c. in a pool

d. in a hole

4. Tell 4 things Bob does when he gets home.

swims

hops on a log
What Bob does when
he gets home

eats a bug
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sleeps

ANSWER KEY

Frog on a Log
By Roy Kindelberger

Characters:

Bob (frog)
1. ______________________________
bird
2. ______________________________
mouse
3. ______________________________

What is Bob’s problem?

He was
lost.
_______
________________________________________________________
__
_________________________________________________________________

How was his problem solved?

He fell
into a pond.
_______
________________________________________________________
__
_________________________________________________________________
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